THE REVIVAL OF GOG-MAGOG
A FALSE SENSE OF PEACE AND SECURITY AND A PROPHETIC PLUNDERING

The purpose of this study is to ascertain the possible reasons why and when the invasion of Israel by the Gog-Magog Muslim alliance will occur based on the prophecy of the Biblical book
of Ezekiel chapters 38 and 39. The reasons are clearly stated and outlined by YHWH in the Bible pertaining to this future invasion of Israel. One main reason is to show YHWH’s Holiness
to Israel, ‘My People’. A second reason is to show GOD’s Glory to the Nations; that YHWH alone is GOD, not Allah nor the coming false Messiah AntiChrist.

GOG

What is occurring is the Ukraine is the revival of Gog and Magog and the Princes of the Russias for this very prophetic
plundering to come. The well orchestrated crisis in the Ukraine is just another rehearsal and priming the pump of Gog
and Magog that the Globalist Luciferians are preparing in setting up the sage for this eventual invasion of Israel. These
enemies of YHWH and GOD’s People, the Jews will be spearheaded by the Russian Confederation in preparation for
a prophetic plunder of Israel’s wealth and natural resources. It will be Russia in league with the outer ring of Muslim
nations that will be brought to the mountains of Israel and utterly destroyed by the GOD of Israel.
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THE PRELUDE
Ukraine, like so many other
nations is itself being
plundered just the same
for this very prophetic
purpose; it is a dry run. The
very strategy of Lucifer has
always been the same
since his fall. His
signature mark is to kill,
steal and destroy, that is
to plunder as it divides and
conquers. Humanity knows this
Satanic Plan all too well since Lucifer divided and conquered the
first human couple, Adam and Eve. Ever since that time, this same
‘end-game’ of Lucifer has been used very successfully throughout
the ages against people, places and nations.
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THE PROPHETIC PLUNDER
For the Ukraine and the Crimea, the issue is not about ‘democracy’ but about
securing a military stepping stone to a yet future invasion of Israel. The New World
Order, that is about to be birthed, has to have the Promised Land prophetically in
their attempt to plunder the wealth, the very inheritance of the YHWH, that is the
very city of Jerusalem, the City of the King. What is strategic and telling about
this point and time pertaining to the Ukrainian crisis is that Crimea is vital to the
launching of this coming future invasion by Lucifer through this Russian Gog
and Magog alliance with the Outer Ring of Muslim nations against GOD’s
Land.
Thus one possible rationale for the future prophetic plunder of the Russia-Muslim
alliance against Israel is to take these gas deposits from Israel and take out Russia’s
competitor in the process. Why? In Ezekiel 38, it gives the rationale for such an
invasion. These conditions will be far too enticing for Russia to not seek to take
advantage of. The prophecy specifically states the following conditions of Israel
at the time of the invasion.
1) The invasion will be at some ‘future time’.
2) A time when Israel has ‘recovered’ from a major war.
3) Israel will be living in un-walled cities and villages.
4) There will be a guarantee of ‘peace and security’.
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Perhaps this is what is happening now in the back doors of the Luciferian Globalist dealing and dividing away the
Ukraine between the European Union and the Russian Confederation. Ironically, this same strategy is occurring in
western Ukraine now as it was with Poland. The wealth of Poland was transported to the banks of Germany’s
Industrialists who funded and supported Hitler’s war machine to come.

THE ALLIANCE
According to the prophecy of the Bible in the Book
of Ezekiel, this coming invasion of Israel will be led
by Gog and Magog, the princes of Meshek and
Tubal. Such names can be traced to the ancient
peoples that settled in the steppes of Kiev or the
southern region of the Russias as they are often
referred to as. These are referred Biblically as the
‘Princes’. There will be
an alliance of many
nations that will make up
this prophetic plunder
invasion of Israel. In
particular, the 4 primary
nations that are mentioned, Persia, Put,
Cush and Gomer give a
clue as to where the
geographic composition
of such an alliance will
come from. These
invading nations to
come; in a ‘future
time’ correspond to
the 4 cardinal directions
with reference to Israel
as the eye of the
invasion.
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‘And this shall be the plague
with which the Lord will strike all the
people who fought against Jerusalem:
Their flesh shall dissolve while they stand
on their feet, Their eyes shall dissolve in
their sockets, And their tongues
shall dissolve in their mouths.’
- Zechariah 14:12
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1. Eye sockets melt in the skull
2. Tongues melt in the roof of the mouth
3. A rain of fiery hailstorms
4. Burning sulfur envelopes the land
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A Post WW 3
Thermonuclear War
Another prophetic clue as to
when this Gog-Magog invasion
will occur has to do with the 7 year
time-span that the machinery is to be
burned for fuel in Israel. This duration
of time does echo the possible timespan of the 7 year Tribulation period that
many who believe in the pre-Tribulation
Rapture subscribe to, What is interesting is
that this invasion will be nuclear. The
description in Zechariah 12 and Ezekiel
accurately depict what occurs during a
thermonuclear detonation. The following
are an accurate depiction as such an
event.
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER
Geopolitically, Crimea and the Ukraine stand at the strategic economic
crossroads between the East and West. It is the centralized region for which all the
major gas and oil pipelines from Asia flow to Europe. The dividing and plundering that is happening
to the Ukraine presently is like what occurred with Poland that led-up to World War. Poland was divided and
conquered prior to WWII. This was due to the joint Stalin and Hitler pact; a Soviet Imperial Russia and a Fascist Nazi
Germany carved out Poland in half and the spoils went to each hand.
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Over the last few years, Israel has discovered a ‘gold mine’ of
natural gas reserves off its shores. It has plans to exploit the
gas deposits and is set to become possibly a major distributor of
oil and natural gas to Europe. Currently it is Russia that has the
grand monopoly on these commodities and European market.
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Hiroshima: 15KT (Little Boy)
Nagasaki: 21 KT (Fat Boy)
US Average: 25 MT (250 KT)
Russia Ave: 40 MT (400KT)
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Some Sources
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Wikipedia.com
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